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Zoning Designations *
- Rural Residential
- Residential
- Urban
- Future Urban Development
- Rural Commercial
- Commercial
- Mixed Use Commercial and Residential
- Industrial
- Industrial Public Facility
- Mineral and Aggregate
- Non Resource Zone
- Agricultural EFU
- Other Agricultural Type
- Forestry Related
- Mixed Agriculture and Forestry
- Rangeland
- Rural Service Center
- Natural Resource
- Beaches and Dunes
- Park and Recreation
- Public Semi Public Uses
- Indian Reservation
- Water
- County boundary

* Zoning data compiled using two datasets produced by the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. Where it existed, a more precise dataset for 156 local jurisdictions in western Oregon was used. Areas not covered by this dataset were filled in using a more generalized dataset that covers eastern Oregon. Numerous zoning designations from these two datasets were combined into those shown here.
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